Why FirePro HERO?
Firefighting techniques are constantly under review to improve effectiveness, efficiency and safety while at the same time reducing harmful effects to humans and the environment. It is inherently difficult for a conventional firefighting system to display the attributes necessary for the task of first response. FirePro HERO is a light, manual, handheld unit designed to deliver instant fire suppression. FirePro technology with its physical modularity and other characteristics is in its true tradition for innovation and problem solving ability and adaptability continuing to contribute to effective and environmentally safe solutions for meeting the demands of modern firefighters with FirePro HERO.

Risks Involved & Consequences
As with most fires there will always be a variety of materials that may combust and depending on the stage of the fire - the FirePro HERO Manual Units will reduce temperature and “buy time” – without producing any harmful effects to fire fighters, occupants or the environment.

Furthermore, fire damage and the consequential undue and prolonged interruption to the functioning of equipment used in critical procedures is avoided.

FirePro Systems Used
FP-200M
FP-500M
FP-1000M

The FirePro HERO (Manual Unit) is a first response firefighting tool designed for manual deployment into a fire by trained personnel. Its purpose is to reduce temperature, suppress fire, ultimately “buying time” for firefighters to commence their task by conventional means.

The Task
To provide the fastest, most effective and most efficient fire suppression system to safeguard property and human lives. FirePro is a certified green product with no harmful gasses produced and works by changing the chemical composition of fire. In first response situations it will reduce temperature and buy valuable time. Effective in fighting fires of classes A B or C (as per EN classification).
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Results & Implementation

4 deployments in 6 months in 4 regions under trial.

Successful outcomes on all occasions resulting in one life and three properties being saved.

Interested parties in Sweden now include private Security Companies backed by Swedish Insurance agencies to use FirePro as first response on discovering fire – in order to gain time for the arrival of the Fire & Rescue Services.
FirePro would like to congratulate X-Fire AB for winning the prestigious 2015 Security Award in the Security Solution category!

According to their nomination, when there is a fire, the critical factor is the time between the outbreak and its control, and through their introduction of the FirePro HERO Manual Units to the Swedish market they have opened up new options for initial fire-fighting, rescue services and other first-responders.

Well done to Richard and Torbjörn and the entire X-Fire AB team - a truly magnificent reward for all their hard work and effort using FirePro products!